
APPLI-WEB PLUS – Use this sheer, flexible, fusible web to create a permanent bond between 
fabrics.  Ideal for very intricate appliqué or when stacking multiple layers.  Features a pressing 
sheet/release paper for tracing your appliqué image.  

APPLI-WEB – This “free-form” version of fusible web is identical to Appli-Web Plus only without 
the release paper.  Use for knit appliqué, fiber art, delicate appliqué, and more!  Due to its 
extremely light texture it is also ideal for spot basting quilt batting to fabric to eliminate pinning!  

APPLI-STICK – Use for repositionable appliqué!  Fusible on one side and sticky on the other 
– wonderful for working with multiple appliqué pieces.  Available in printable sheets which 
eliminates tracing! Ideal for use with your cutting machine for creating a variety of unique shapes!  

PRINT & PIECE FUSE LITE – Perfect for “no-fuss” English Paper Piecing/Appliqué.  Convenient 
printable sheets allow you to print hexagons, circles and more direct from your printer!  Fuse 
to your appliqué fabric, trim and then use your fabulous Quilter Select Glue Stick to fold in the 
edges.  A perfect appliqué! No need to remove Print & Piece Fuse Lite – when laundered half the 
fibers will dissipate leaving behind a slight loft and beautiful appliqué.  

SELECT CUTAWAY – Use this very light weight, fusible mesh cutaway to create a unique needle 
turn appliqué which is ideal for hand or machine stitching.  The light fusible will seal the edge of 
the fabric creating a durable appliqué which will last for years to come.  

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
APPLIQUÉ and MORE

APPLI-WEB PLUS – Available in ½” or 1” widths.  Use this sheer/pliable/flexible tape to 
adhere bias curved tapes/bindings to your next quilt or appliqué project.  It is also ideal for 
trims, zippers and eliminates pinning completely.  This product is a permanent fuse and does 
not require sewing.  

APPLI-STICK – Available in ¼”, ½” or 1” widths.  Appli-Stick is fusible on one side and sticky on the 
other – fuse this remarkable tape to the back of any decorative trim or edging, remove the release 
paper and then stick it into place.  The position will hold until you are ready to sew it – reposition as 
needed!  Ideal for ribbons, trims and quilt binding.  Also perfect for paper crafting and scrapbooking!  

TAPES - HOW/WHY TO USE THEM



SELECT TEARAWAY – Features a very light/temporary fusible coating to prevent fabrics from 
stretching or distorting during the stitching process.  Use for stabilizing appliqué or embellishment 
on woven fabrics.  

SELECT CUTAWAY - Features a very light/temporary fusible coating to prevent fabrics from 
stretching or distorting during the stitching process.  Use for stabilizing appliqué or embellishment 
on stretch fabrics.  Also ideal for stabilizing T-Shirt quilt blocks without adding bulk or stiffness. 

FABRIC PREP - This ultra-lightweight interlining will permanently fuse to the fabric back, offering 
needed support without adding bulk. The soft woven texture blends beautifully with most luxury 
fabrics and will not change their drape or hand! Ideal for controlling silk Dupioni, raw silk, loosely 
woven cottons and more.  

STABILIZE

SPECIALTY FABRICS

PRINT & PIECE - A fiber-based foundation that does not perforate while stitching. It supports 
detailed patterns, even when you have to remove stitches to start over! This unique stabilizer is 
partially water-soluble; when the time comes to remove the sheet, simply dampen the stitching 
lines and it removes easily without distorting stitches!  The convenient printable sheets saves time 
and eliminates tracing your foundation piece pattern.  

FOUNDATION PIECING

SELECT SOFT WOOL – This luxurious batting gives quilters the ultimate in insulation and warmth, 
yet is lightweight and breathable.  It has natural moisture-wicking properties, and resists bearding 
and fiber migration. Hand quilters will fall in love with the easy feel and texture as they guide their 
needle through the lofty fiber.  Quilt up to 4” apart; 0-3% shrinkage

SELECT PERFECT COTTON - This 100% long staple cotton batting contains no chemicals and no 
bleaching. This incredibly soft, high quality batting features a light scrim (stabilizer) which helps 
to control stretching and movement during quilting and embellishing. Hand or machine quilters 
can stitch without fear of distortion. The 100% cotton fibers have been needle punched offering a 
smooth loft and superior support for your project! Ideal for hand or machine quilters.

SELECT SOFT BLEND - Created for machine or hand quilters who want to quilt and embellish 
without fear of distortion. This durable, yet soft batting features a light scrim (stabilizer) which helps 
to control stretching and movement during quilting and embellishing. This unique blend of cotton 
and polyester fibers has been needle punched offering superior support for your project! This 
quality batting has a smooth loft, with less resistance making it ideal for hand or machine quilters.

QUILT - WHAT’S IN THE MIDDLE?

www.QuiltersSelect.com

There are many uses for our unique line of products in the Quilters Select family of battings, 
appliqué products and  stabilizers.  Please visit our website and view our videos and project 

tutorials for a creative experience and a bit of inspiration!   


